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Main claims:

1. Using the techniques that we have learned so far we can develop substantial semantic
accounts of many phenomena.

2. Some cases of ambiguity, called scope ambiguity, pose serious problems that must
be treated using some non-trivial extensions of the syntax, the semantics, and/or the
syntax-semantics interface.

3. After doing that, we can use possible-world semantics to address the old problem of
de dicto/de re ambiguities.

1 A toy extensional lexicon

Word Type Meaning Definition
Donald (et)t Id′ Id′(B) = 1 ⇔ d′ ∈ B
every (et)((et)t) every′ every′(A)(B) = 1 ⇔ A ⊆ B
a (et)((et)t) some′ some′(A)(B) = 1 ⇔ A ∩B 6= ∅
duck et duck′ −
cat et cat′ −
swam et swim′ −
flew et fly′ −
found e(et) find′ −
and (et)((et)(et)) and′ and′(A)(B)(x) = 1 ⇔ x ∈ A ∩B

Simple sentences covered: Donald swam; Some duck swam; Every duck swam; Every duck
swam and flew.
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Easily extendable for covering entailments with:

1. Copulas: Donald is a duck.

2. Other coordinations: Every duck (n)either swam (n)or flew.

3. Restrictive modifiers: Every fat duck swam; Every duck swam quickly.

4. Relative clauses: A cat that flew swam.

5. Exceptive constructions: Every duck but Donald swam.

...and many other phenomena.

The problem of quantifiers in object position

(1) Donald [found every cat].

How can the ((et)t)-type denotation of the object compose with the (et)-type denotation of
the transitive verb?

Proposed answers:

1. Syntactic/Semantic – Montague (1973), Partee & Rooth (1983), May (1977), Heim
& Kratzer (1997), Carpenter (1997), de Groote (2001), Muskens (2003).

2. Purely semantic – Cooper (1975), Partee and Rooth (1983!), Van Benthem (1991),
Hendriks (1993).

For our purposes, a simple version of Hendriks’ semantic answer is sufficient.

Notation: For a R ∈ De(et) and x ∈ De, Rx is the characteristic function in Det of
{y ∈ De : R(y)(x) = 1} – the left-image of x under R.

Object narrow scope operator:

ONS(Re(et))(Q(et)t)(xe) = 1 iff Rx ∈ Q.

In words: ONS is the operator of type ((e(et))(((et)t)(et)) that sends any binary
relation R between entities to the binary relation between quantifiers Q and entities
x, s.t. the left-image of x under R is in Q.

Object-narrow-scope TV-modifier:

(2) Donald [[εONS found] every cat].

a. ONS(find′)(every′(cat′))

= {x ∈ E : {y ∈ E : find′(y)(x)} ∈ every′(cat′)}

b. ONS(find′)(every′(cat′)) ∈ Id′

⇔ {y ∈ E : find′(y)(d′)} ∈ every′(cat′)

⇔ ∀y[cat′(y)→ find′(y)(d′)]
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2 Quantifier scope ambiguity

But this solution is not enough for transitive constructions. Consider the following example:

(3) A duck [found every cat].

Two readings:

1. Object narrow scope (ONS): There was a duck that found all the cats.

2. Object wide scope (OWS): For each cat there was a duck that found it.

(4) A duck [[εONS found] every cat].

ONS(find′)(every′(cat′)) ∈ some′(duck′)

⇔ ∃x[duck′(x) ∧ ∀y[cat′(y)→ find′(y)(x)]]

This is the ONS reading. We derive the OWS reading using an object wide scope operator:

OWS(R((et)t)(et))(Q1)(Q2) = 1 iff {y ∈ E : R(Iy) ∈ Q2} ∈ Q1

In words: OWS is the operator of type ((((et)t)(et))(((et)t)(et)) that sends any bi-
nary relation R between quantifiers and entities to the binary relation between quan-
tifiers Q1 and Q2, s.t. the set S of y’s whose individual’s (Iy’s) right-image under R
is in Q2 satisfies S ∈ Q1.

Object-wide-scope TV-modifier:

(5) A duck [[εOWS[εONS found]] every cat].

OWS(ONS(find′))(every′(cat′))(some′(duck′))

⇔ ∀y[cat′(y)→ ∃x[duck′(x) ∧ find′(y)(x)]]

Officially, we add two phonologically empty TV modifiers to the lexicon.

Word Type Meaning
εONS ((e(et))(((et)t)(et)) ONS

εOWS ((((et)t)(et))(((et)t)(((et)t)t)) OWS

Remark: Linguistically, this is only one of many proposed solutions to the problems of
TV-Quantifier composition and quantifier scope ambiguity. We use it here for illustrative
purposes only.
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3 De dicto/de re ambiguity

Consider the following ambiguous sentences.

(6) Donald believes a cat swam.

a. Donald has a belief regarding the existence of some or other swimming cat. –
de dicto reading

b. There is a cat x s.t. Donald has a belief regarding x’s swimming abilities. – de
re reading

(7) Donald looked for a cat.

a. Donald would be satisfied if he finds any cat. – de dicto reading

b. There is a cat x s.t. Donald would be satisfied if he find x. – de re reading

Under the de dicto reading, these sentences do not require that cats exist. In these exam-
ples we say that the italicized expression creates an intensional context for the underlined
expression.

Questions and proposed answers:

1. How do we get de dicto readings?
Possible world semantics: sentences denote sets of possible worlds in a model, rather
than mere truth or falsity in a model.

2. How do we get de dicto/de re ambiguities?
The Quine-Montague hypothesis: the same general mechanism that derives quantifier
scope ambiguity also derives de dicto/de re ambiguities.

Basic idea: We add a domain Ds of type s for possible worlds. Sentences will now denote
propositions – functions of type st, which characterize sets of of possible worlds.

The truth-conditionality criterion (intensional version): Let S1 and S2 be sentences
of type st. Then S1 entails S2 if and only if for every intended intensional model M :
[[S1]]

M ⊆ [[S2]]
M .

Example: The embedded clause a cat swam in (6) denotes a proposition. The verb believe
thus basically denotes a binary relation between such propositions and entities (e.g. the
denotation of Donald).

Believe version 1:

[[Donald believes a cat swam]] = 1
iff Donald stands in the believe relation to the set of worlds in which a cat swam
But we may need further embedding:

(8) Every duck believes Donald believes a duck swam.
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Believe version 2:
[[Donald believes a cat swam]]
= the set of worlds w s.t. in w, Donald stands in the believe relation to the set of worlds in
which a cat swam
Conclusion: The type of believe is (st)(e(st)).
Abbreviation: p (propositions) – instead of (st). Hence the type of believe is p(ep)

Question: But how do we guarantee that all sentences (e.g. a duck swam) denote proposi-
tions?
Answer (Van Benthem 1988): A global type change – replace all t’s in the lexicon by p’s.
Notably – one-place predicates (type et) will become one-place properties (type ep): func-
tions from entities to propositions.
Semantics of this type change – Ben-Avi & Winter (2007), Kanazawa (2009).

The resulting intensional lexicon

Word Type Meaning Definition
Donald (ep)p Iid′ Iid′(Bep)(ws) = 1 ⇔ d′ ∈ Bw

every (ep)((ep)p) everyi everyi(A)(B)(w) = 1 ⇔ Aw ⊆ Bw

a (ep)((ep)p) somei somei(A)(B)(w) = 1 ⇔ Aw ∩ Bw 6= ∅
duck ep ducki −
cat ep cati −
swam ep swimi −
flew ep flyi −
found e(ep) findi −
and (ep)((ep)(ep)) andi andi(A)(B)(x)(w) = 1 ⇔ x ∈ Aw ∩ Bw

εONS ((e(ep))(((ep)p)(ep)) ONSi see Ben-Avi/Winter 2007
εOWS ((((ep)p)(ep))(((ep)p)(ep)) OWSi see Ben-Avi/Winter 2007

Aw is the left-image of ws under Ae(st) – the et predicate that is the extension of A in w.

Omission: For the definition of ONSi and OWSi see Ben-Avi & Winter/Kanazawa’s general
intensionalization procedure.

Claim (Ben-Avi & Winter, and more elegantly and generally – Kanazawa): In a grammar
generated by this general intensionalization procedure, the intentional truth-conditionality
criterion is equivalent to the extensional truth-conditionality criterion.

But now we can also add items like the following:

believes p(ep) believe′ −
looked for ((ep)p)(ep) look for′ −
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(9) Donald [[looked for] a cat].

Iid′((look for′)(somei(cati)))

= {w ∈ Ds : look for′(somei(cati))(d′)(w)} – de dicto reading
(note mistaken omission of ‘(w)’ in handout previous version)

(10) Donald [εOWS[looked for] a cat].

OWSi(look for′)(somei(cati))(Iid′)

= {w ∈ Ds : ∃x[cati(x)(w) ∧ look for′(Iix)(d
′)(w)]} – de re reading

(note mistaken omission of second ‘(w)’ in handout previous version)

This gives an easy analysis of cases of coordination like:

(11) Donald looked for and found a cat.

a. Donald [[looked for and [εONS found]] a cat]. – de dicto
b. Donald [[[εOWS[looked for]] and [εOWS[εONS found]]] a cat]. – de re
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